
 

 

 

Truvison introduces its ZED series - 3 star AC (1.0 Ton) & (1.5 Ton) with superior TruAer 

technology priced at Rs.25990/- & Rs. 30990/- respectively. 

 Exclusive TruAer technology for Energy Saving, Self-Diagnosis, De-Humidification & 

Durability. 

 Gold Fin technology especially designed with an anti-corrosive golden coating making 

the AC safe and long lasting. 

 Copper Machine bringing a sturdy life to the AC, R410A Refrigerant, eco-friendly 

features  

Truvison, a Europe based consumer electronics & appliances Company, delivering superior-

quality technology across the globe recently entered the Indian market and launched its ZED 

series AC, with models TWSC141U-AC (1.0 Ton) & TWSC201U–A.C (1.5 Ton) – 3 Star ACs  in built 

with superior TruAer technology, crafted with eco-friendly measures that keeps the AC 

clean and also saves energy.  

Both 1.0 ton & 1.5 ton ACs come with the Gold Fin feature technology which is specially 

designed with an anti-corrosive golden coating that can withstand the effects of salty air, rain 

and other corrosive elements by allowing contaminated water on the coil to run off more 

quickly, thus reducing the corrosive effect to the coil. The layers are non-toxic and 100% 

environment friendly making the air conditioner safer and long lasting.  

To experience a whole new cooling process the ACs incorporates multi – fold evaporators 

designed in a way for better heat exchange. Its 4-way Air flow feature provides wide angled Air 

flow in all directions.  

 

With the inbuilt De-Humidification and Poly Synthetic Drying curtain, you can say Goodbye to 

Humid & saturated air. Fabricated with a custom-made LED Display, ON/OFF timer & Auto 

Restart function helping in saving energy,  The AC also includes a control panel which has a 

self-diagnostic function for heating, ventilation, and air conditioning system. 

 

The ACs are made up of 100 % copper, making the machine more durable and enables hassle 

free maintenance too. Commenting on the launch (Mr. S. C Kabra Managing Director- Eurasia, 

Truvison) said, “Truvison has always been known to provide superior quality and latest 

technology to its end users without any compromise. These newly launched air conditioners are 

the perfect example to prove that. These ACs boast high end technology and are designed to 

make your cool air guilt free encompassing 100% eco-friendly features”. 

 



 

With R410A Refrigerant stay cool and less worried as you are doing 

your bit for the environment, as the unique construction and 

technology allows lesser consumption of energy and more cooling 

without much damage to the environment.  

These ACs come with 1 + 5 year compressor warranty & are available in the retail stores across 

the south & west regions in India.  

 

 


